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BADATEX AND AUTOMAflC
ASSEilTBLY EOUIPMENT

O HISTORY AND INTRODUCTION
The history of Badalex began with the merging in the 1960's of Bader

Machinery, Alexandra Engineering, Ashdown Bros., and Masters
Machinery into one single company, Badalex Ltd., in one factory in
Weybridge, Surrey.

Badalex rapidli gained a reputation for the design and manufacture
of special purpose machines for the manufacture of all types of electric
Iamps, vacuum flasks and other processes invoMng glass-tometal
sealing, vacuum techniques and gas filling. Subsequently, Badalex
became a Division within Sale Tilney Technology plc, the industrial
technology company within the Sale Tilney Group.

In 1995 the Badalex business was bought by Chicago Miniature Lamps
Inc. of Boston, USA. and will trade under the new name of BADALEX
LTD.

Badalex is a high technology engineering company which exports
90% of its production. It specialises not only in high-speed rotary and
linear indexing or continuous motion lamp manufacturing and automatic
assembly equipment but also in index boxes and chassis. It has supplied
over 2,000 different machine concepts for automatic process operations.

The strength of Badalex is based on its people and we are proud to be
able to draw on the considerable knowledge of many long- serving
employees, many of whom haVe over 20 years of service. This enables
us to offer design, build and commissioning for individual machines up
to full turn-key installations.

The particular emphasis of Badalex is to stay at the leading-edge of
this technology using the latest &D CAD design systems. We offer
development and build contracts not only in the lighting industry but for
other automatic assembly requirements in, for example, the battery,
automotive and pharmaceutical industries many of which have been in
close co-operation with world-renowned corporations, under strict
confidentiality.

With many Badalex machines still successfully operating 25+ years
after being supplied, we pride ourselves on a full and quick spare parts
service based on the retention of drawings and records for many
years.We are also pleased to supply our engineers to assess any
upgrading or replacement plans you might have for your factory.

Badalex is committed to offering you, our valued customers, a
thoroughly professional service by working together with you from the
design stage through training, installation, commissioning and
beyond - to give you the optimum technology and equipment for your
needs. As a fully satisfied customer, the Badalex team would then
establish with you an on-going partnership into the future.



Striplight capping machine

INCANDESGENT I'AMP
ilTAGHTNERY

The range of incandescent lamp machinery offered by Badalex
covers a very broad spectrum - from General Ughting (GtS) through
decorative and automobile to miniature and halogen lamp types.
(Please see the separate section on Halogen lamps). This is based on
our supply of literally hundreds of groups world-wide over the years

Badalex offers both semi-automatic and fully automatic
equipment for most incandescent lamp groups, or offers indMdual
machines.

The following is a selection of standard incandescent groups we
are able to offer:

O HOUSEHOTD AND DECORATIVE

- AUTOMAIIC GtS from2,250 up to 5,000/hour for lamps from 25 to
100w

- SEMI-AUTOMAIIC GIS from 800 up to 2,000/hour for lamps from
15 to 200W

- AUTOMIffIC DECORATME from 2,000 to 4,600/hour for 35mm
candle lamps and 45mm round from 25 to 60W

- SEMI-AUTOMAIIC DECORATIVE at 1,500/hourwhich, with change
parts, can handle round bulb, tubular, pigmy and candle lamps.
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GLS automatic cap
threading and finishing
machine

S3-head linear chassis
wedge base mount mill for
2,000/hour
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O MINIATURE

An impressive range of fully automatic and semi-automatic
equipment has been designed and developed by Badalex to produce
very different types of miniature lamps, such as:-

AI-ITOMAIIC BUTT SEAL MINIAIURE up to 2,500/hour for the
range of 9, 10, 15 and 18mm Round bulb
SEMI-AUTOMAIIC up to 1,500/hour for 11 to 18mm Round and 8,
9 and 10mm Tubular
AUTOMAIIC WEDGE BASE up to 2,500/hour for 5, l0 and 20mm.
We also offer groups for the production of TORCH, CHRISTMAS
TREE and AUTOMOBILE lamps.

Both our fully automatic and semiautomatic Stopffail gtoups are
capable of handling twoand four-wire STOP and STOPfiAIL lamps.
The automatic group is provided with interlinhng conveyors and is
capable of indexing at speeds up to 2,500/hour. This group can also
be supplied with automatic bulb load unit and change parts for the
manufacture oI 24Y lamps.

The semi-automatic group indexes at speeds of up to 1,500/hour.

Hard glass cane being
heated prior to bridge
making



Compact fluorescent lamps

DISCHAR,GE LATIP TNACHINERY
lFtuoREscENrl

Wth the ever-increasing cost of electricity, ways of saving power
are constantly being sought. The use of FLUORESCENT lamps has
an advantage over conventional incandescent lamps by offering a
better lumens:Watts ratio. Fluorescent lamps have thus become
very popular world-wide. It was therefore only a matter of time
before the energy saving advantages of fluorescent lamps were
coupled with the compactness of GLS - as seen in the development
of the compact fluorescent lamps. Wth this lamp type, for example,
a 9W lamp produces the same lumens as a 60W GLS Qtousehold)
lamp and lasts up to five times longer.

O COMPACT FTUORESCENT

Badalex has developed a group of machines to manufacture 5, 7,

9, and llW single compact tubes at 1,200 indexes/hour, and 10, 13,

18, and 26W double compact tubes at 600/hour. Several groups have
been sold, notably to the Far East. Further, we are able to offer the
lcrow-how for'H' and 'DoubleH' lamps.

The machines offered range from Tube Washing and Coating,
Tube Baking Lehr (including tube brushing and cutting), Mount Mill,
3&head Pinch Sealing, 24head Fusion, 4&head Exhaust, 4&head
Capping (with cap pasting) and a 64head Ageing machine together
with all interconnecting conveyors.

O CONVENTIONAT FTUORESCENT

As well as the newest compact lamps, Badalex of course supplies
equipment for the standard 25mm (I8) or 32mm (flO) diameter
lamps, with lengths ranging from 609 to l,524mm (2-5ft), at index
speeds from 250 to 4,000/hour, as well as T12 (38mm).

The Badalex 4,000/hour high-speed horizontal continuous motion
line is continually being improved, manufacturing lamps which
out-perform those produced on earlier conventional horizontafver-
tical equipment, both in lumen output and liie.

Excluding mount manufacture, the group consists of five main
machines: Tube Washing and Coating; Tube Baking Lehr; the
patented combined 72-head horizontal SeaVExhaust (sealex)

ilmHt
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Part of compact fluorescent
group showing fusion,
sealing and mount machines
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4,000/hour fluorescent line
showing ageing and sealex

machines
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machine; 72-head horizontal Capbaking machine; l0&head
horizontal Ageing machine. For the Mount Assembly equipment
either separate conventional stem and mount machines or
autGmounts can be used.

Parts of the lamp manufacturing processes (such as cap threading
and pin welding) are carried out on the interlinhng conveyors
between the main machines. The group is automatically adjustable
at the press of a button, for chosen, specific tube lengths from 609 to
2,438 (28ft) respectively.

The standard vertical 1,450/hour automatic group with sealing
and exhaust machines still remains one of our most popular groups
-with over 40 sets of equipment already supplied world-wide.
Badalex, of course, continuously updates the performance and
design of this equipment and can now also offer a 2,250lhour group,
both with either computer or manual control and for tubes of T8
(25mm) to T12 (38mm) diameter.

Also available are semiautomatic gloups with speeds up to
800/hour, and a low-speed group (250/hour) for tube sizes from 609
up to 2,438mm (2{ft).

Please see under Component Preparation (p.13) for details of
Badalex's patented mercury capsule dispensing system.
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1,450/hour f luorescent line
with exhaust, base-filler and
capping machines

Lamps under test in ageing
machine of continuous
motion fluorescent line



Hard glass halogen H4 lamp

HATOOEN I'AJUIP MACHINERY

Badalex is closely associated with the vastly increasing market for
small halogen lamps, either for household or automobile use. We
have therefore developed considerable expertise in equipment for
Hl,Hz, H3, H4 and dichroic lamps and their U.S. equivalents. This
covers hard glass, Vycor and quartz usage. The development of a
hard glass H4 group in conjunction with Narva, and the subsequent
sale of more than half-adozen such lines, illustrates this depth of
experience.

O HARD GTASS H4 GROUP

With the dramatic increase in the use of Halogen H4 vehicle
headlamps in recent years, the need arose to make the lamp
cheaper whilst still retaining the high lumen output associated with
ori$nal quartz halogen lamps. Narva, therefore, as one of the world
leaders in automobile lamps, and Badalex, looked to hard glass as a
means of reducing lamps costs by some?D% - not only in the

ilmHr
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H4 48-head pinch sealing
and 72-head annealing
machines

1,800/hour H4 halogen
capping machine
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Halogen lamp 24-station
duplex exhaust machine
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savings in the actual cost of glass and other components used, but
also in the lower energy requirements in lamp manufacture. Other
developments were the use of a molybdenum bridge rather than the
more expensive quartz bridge and the elimination of the 'moly' foils
necessary when sealing with quartz or Vycor.

Badalex developed a hard glass automatic group for H4
headlamps which indexes at 1,800/hour and requires operators only
to ensure lamp components are constantly available. As well as the
main lamp assemblymachinery, we supplyglass forming machinery,
including tube cutting, bulb blowing and tubulating, as well, of
course, as major and minor filament winding and molybdenum
sleeving machines.

o Hl , H2, H3, DICHROIC
Badalex offers machines to manufacture a range of miniature

halogen lamps, using quartz orYycor glass to produce the popular
range of Hl, H2, and H3 lamps for automobile use, as well as the
longJife miniature halogen lamps now used increasingly for display
lighting and similar applications. These popular lamps can be
manufactured in the capsule or dichroic (cold light) reflector form.

The basic groups can produce many different miniature halogen
lamp types at index speeds up to 1,500/hour. Different capping
and/or focussing machines are available as required to automate
this part of the process. Halogen lamp with dichroic

reflector
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HIEH INTENSITY DTSCHAROE
lH.l.D.l lAtrPg

Badalo< has developed a range of fully automatic and
semiautomatic equipment to facilitate the production of High
Pressure Sodium, High Pressure MercuryVapour and Metal Halide
lamps.

The existing range of machinery includes equipment for the
manufacture of soft and hard glass flare and stem machines, sealing
machines, rotary exhaust machines and capping machinery.

Fully automatic mount assembly equipment is also available to
replace the highly labour-intensive process of assembling the inner
bumer and associated getter and/or started units to the stem. The
high pressure Sodium mount assembly unit illustrated has an index
speed of 1,200/hour and, as such, can save some 50 people per shift
as well as ensuring an absolute product quality consistency. This
particular unit handles five sizes of lamp from 5M00W

In the manufacture of mercuryvapour lamps, we have supplied
many items but particularly equipment for bulb washing and
coating, lamp burning in the machine and for the actual
manufacture of the mercury burners themselves.

Our range of such equipment is in continuous development and
we are always prepared to design or manufacture special products
to suit the latest developments in lamp technology.

-

-
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1,200/hour high pressure
sodium mount assembly
machine

Burner test unit of HP
sodium mount assembly
machine
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Coiling head/mandrel
housing of coiler

Checking of coil sleeving
accuracy

View of table top ol'moly'
sleever
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COIi'IPONENT PREPARATION

O GIASS TUBE CUTTING/GIAZING

Badalex produces machines suitable to cut awide range of lead,
soda lime and hard glass tubing, in a range of diameters at speeds
up to 10,000 pieces/hour.

For most applications, a thermal shock method is used, producing
avery accurate cut length, with tube end-glazing facilities available
as options on all machines.

O COII WINDING
A range of mechanical and electronic coil winders is available of

the retractable mandrel type, which are suitable for use'on machine'
or in freestanding form. Options are available to form or cut the
filament tails with a high degree of accuracy. Depending on number
of turns, wire diameter, etc., filaments can be produced at speeds in
excess of 2,500/hour. With the electronic coil winders it is possible to
key in, on a key-pad, the number of whole turns and tenths of a turn
the coiler is required to produce. This also applies to the reverse
winding facility.

O MOTYBDENUM STEEVING

The Badalex molybdenum sleeving machine has been designed to
wrap automatically a thin molybdenum foil around both ends of a
tungsten filament tail at speeds up to of 2,500/hour.

A typical application is the wrapping of foil around the tails of H4
halogen automobile lamp filaments, thereby ensuring a good weld to
the lamp support. Many of the world's leading manufactures of H4
lamps use this equipment in their production.

lln( lJ(
IIfiI

2,500/hour electronic coil
winder

Molybdenum sleever for
2,000+/hour



2,000/hour hard glass bulb
former

Mercury capsule forming
prior to sealing

O FTARE MANUFACTURING

Badalex produces a range of
flare manufacturing machines of
both vertical and horizontal
t5pes, indexing or continuous
motion. Production speeds of up
to 14,000/hour are possible on
the latest designs, which are fully
automatic from the feed of cane
to the finished firepolished flare.
In the case of the UFS continuous
motion machine, a thermal shock
cutting ensures very accurate
length cutting.

O BUIB FORMING/TUBUTATING
Badalex offers a range of bulb formers for quartz, hard glass and

soda lime pre<ut tubing. They use either a walhng-bearn or
horizontal rotary principle with thermal crack-off for up to 2,000
bulbs/hour. Associated tubulators are also supplied.

O MERCURY DISPENSING CAPSULE

Badalex developed and patented a safe method of placing an exact
quantity of mercury inside fluorescent tubes using a mercuryJilled
capsule incorporated in the cathode shield. The mercury is released
after the tube has been sealed by subjecting it to high frequency.

A complete line of equipment to produce the capsule and cathode
shield is offered and includes forming press, strip cleaning and a
folding, mercury dispensing and strip welding machine.

-

-
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Continuous motion flare
machine

Close-up patented
mercury dispensing capsule
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Silvered vacuum flask
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VACUUM FIASK EOUIPII'IENT

There is an ever-increasing demand for vacuum flasks of both
liquid and food types (narrow and wide neck, respectively) not only
to keep the contents hot but also to keep them cold, depending on
the climate.

Badalex has, over the years, supplied vacuum flask equipment to
some 10 countries world-wide. We can supply single machines for
inclusion in a manufacturing line, or complete lines from the
production of glass blanks through their assembly to the finished,
fully assembled vacuum flasks of the most modern designs. Hence,
we have supplied complete factories from bulb blowing to the
injection and blow moulding plastics machinery for the flask bodies,
bases and caps.

The range of machinery directly manufactured by Badalex is for
the complete processing of glass blanks into silvered vacuum flasks,
using a twopart construction method. The smaller flasks are usually
made of soda lime glass and the larger sizes of borosilicate glass.

Groups of machines are available for the following types and
sizes:- 0.25 to 2.5 litre liquid vacuum flasks (maximum sealed flask
size 140mm diameter x 300mm in height) and 0.5 to l.5litre food
flasks.

The speed of production depends on the size of flask as well as
the composition of the glass used. Badalex equipment can produce
up to 800 good flasks/hour for the smaller sizes using conventional
soda lime glass, and over 500 good flasks/hour of the larger sizes
made of borosilicate glass.

Following the hand loading of the glass components (at various
stages of assembly) into the machines, all the processes are entirely
automatic and can be supervised by semi.skilled operators.

The machines offered include:-
Inner blank cutting and forming; Outer blank tubulating; sealing
machine; silvering conveyor; stoving machine; exhaust machine and
thermal test machine.

EE

Two-part flask sealing
machine



Miniature Mark II index box

RGI mechanism, torque
limiter and worm reducer

Roller gear index @GI)
mechanism (Mark II)

MODUtAR,/PRODUGTS

BADALEX machines have, in the main, been based upon precision
indexing mechanisms, guaranteeing smooth, vibration-free positioning.
Recognising the need for such equipment, a range of modules was
developed for our own use iind that of other OEM's.

Our units are self{ontained and ready to accept a driVe. With increasing
emphasis on production speed, the cams and internal components are
computerdesigned to optimise modules for particular applications.

The original crossover cam (or'Mark-l) mechanism is still used where
multi-station designs are required. This principle gives good placement
accuracy and excellent control, even with large diameter dial-plates or turrets.

t

Awider range of applications is covered by the roller gear (or' Mark II)
mechanism. This uses a globoidal cam, giving indefng rates of 700/minute
plus, although sizefor-size the Mark II units will not handle such large dial
plates. larger housing designs offer 'through hole'features, allowing air
and electrics to be fed through the housing. Miniature Mark II boxes
weighing less than I kg are unique to our prograrnme.

Intermittent drive of conveyors is best served by the parallel cam (or
'Mark III) development. Here a pair of parallel conjugate cams with roller
followers is housed together, forming parallel inputs and outputs with
direct mounting on conveyor drive sprockets. Mark III can cater for a low
number of stop positions, giving up to 360" of output movement during an
index period. These units therefore give the maximum angular output. All
types offer a series of cam motions and can be used for in-.line drive of
conveyors and dial plate or turret applications.

Each design can be fitted with close<oupled drive packs, offering maxi-
mum ri$dity and transferral of power. The drive can be of fixed or variable
speed, using stateoltheart AC or DC technology. Overload protection is
provided by output shaft torque limiters of 'backlash'free and single point
relocation's design.

Our Engineers will be pleased to advise upon the most cost effective and
technically suited selection for your particular application.
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Cross-over cam (Mark I)
mechanism with drive pack

Cut-away of roller gear in
housing
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SUb-C Nickel-Cadmium
batteries

An automatic luse
assembly machine

involving the assembly
of ceramic body, two

end caps, a silver wire
fuse element (soldered

to the end cap) and fine
sand filling. Indexing

speed: 2,000/hour.
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AUTOII'IATTC ASSEIUIBLY
EQUIPMENT

The ever-increasing consumer demand for a widening range of
products, calls for such products to be produced more quickly and
more economically. This necessitates the use of Automatic
Assembly machines, often employing continuous motion.

What is Assembly Machinery in this context? Basically it is the
brin$ng together, feeding and/or processing by machines, of a
variety of components, to form either a subassembly or a finished
article - very much as Lamp Manufacturing equipment, described
earlier.

What can Badalex offer? Typical examples of the machines
previously supplied for assembly or manufacture are as follows.
Each application had its particular requirements, which Badalex had
to meet.

o Drill chucks
o Electrical terminals and plugs
o Speedometer drive systems
o Ballpoint pens
o Rechargeable batteries

o Cartridge fuses

o Toy cars
o Detonators
o Hypodermics and

other equipment

Sub-C Ni/Cd rechargeable
battery closing line for
18,000 cans/hour

A detonator filling
machine to dispense
automatically explosive
powder over a number
of stations into
detonators.



Hypodermic syringe
assembly

Suture needle linear chassis
machine, which takes
round wire and forms

triangular cutting-edge
needles

Many of the above operations are carried out by fully automatic
machines. Others have part manual loading, with all other
operations being carried out automatically. Depending on the
complexity of the assembly, one or more machines may be
required. If the assembly process requires more than one machine,
these are normally interlinked by conveyors.

With the ever-increasing production rates required, the use of
continuous motion assembly machinery would be considered at
speeds above, say, 8,000 pieces/hour, depending on the
operation complexity.

Badalex has developed a highly-automated continuous motion
line for the final closing of Sub 'C'rechargeable batteries. The line
comprises eight machines, all linked by conveyors and
accumulation units.lt operates at speeds up to 3O0/minute
(18,000/hour) and involves the feeding of the main component and
subassemblies, the processing of components including welding,
the application of insulation material, filling of the battery cell with
electrolyte and a Sstage final closing as well as various testing
operations.

Badalex is able to offer a range of patented frrse machines
covering HRC (with sand filling and with ceramic body) and glass
fuses for the automotive/electronic industries. Each involves either
trapping or soldering the fuse wire. Also offered are patented
automatic reed switch assembly machines involving the feeding of
glass tubes and two blades into a chamber, sealing the chamber and
melting the glass on to the shank of the blades (using infra-red
sealing) whilst maintaining a pressure in the chamber of up to 7 ata
(100 psi).

Badalex has supplied some 20 automatic machines for ordnance
factories world-wide for particularly detonator or element fining
duties.

---
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Power-drill chucks

Chuck assembly machine

Infra-red glass sealing of
reed switch assembly
machine
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BADALEX LTD.
BADALEX HOUSE CANADA ROAD BYFLEET SURREY KT147JL

Telephone: (44) 01932791234. Fax: (44) @1932791222
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